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Abstract: Interfacial behavior greatly affects the bulk mechanical performance of fiber 

reinforced polymer laminates. In this study, polydopamine modified glass fiber was used to 

fabricate short glass fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) laminates. The interactions between 

glass fiber and polydopamine were studied experimentally and theoretically by X-ray 
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photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and density functional calculation respectively. 

Theoretical study clearly demonstrated that electronic interactions existed between 

polydopamine and glass fiber, indicating the hydrogen bonds/ chemical interactions between 

them that were also demonstrated by XPS results. The enhanced interfacial interaction 

significantly benefited GFRP laminates, as demonstrated by various mechanical 

characterizations such as single fiber pull-out and Mode I interlaminar fracture toughness 

tests. Combining the theoretical and experimental studies indicated that polydopamine 

modification of glass fiber could be an easy and effective way to significantly improve the 

interfacial interactions between glass fiber and matrix and enhance the mechanical properties 

of GFRP laminates.  

Keywords: A. Glass fibres; B. Mechanical properties; B. Interface/interphase; D. Surface 

analysis 

1. Introduction  

Due to their several attractive properties, thermosetting epoxy resins have been widely 

used as adhesives, electronic packing materials, and matrices for functional composites in 

modern engineering fields such as the automobile, transport, and aerospace industries [1-2]. 

Epoxy based composites can be divided into two classes according to the different filler 

forms: particle reinforced epoxy composites and fiber reinforced epoxy composites. Fibers 

commonly used to reinforce epoxy matrix may be carbon fiber, glass fiber, bamboo fiber, 

cellulose fiber, and so on [3-6]. Among these fiber reinforced composites, glass fiber is 

very popular because of its low cost, effective improvement of matrix mechanical strength, 

and excellent insulation properties. Manjunatha et al. studied the effect of silica 

nanoparticles on the mechanical properties of glass fiber/epoxy composites. Their study 

indicated that the addition of 10 wt% silica nanoparticles increased the fatigue life of glass 
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fiber/epoxy composites 3 to 4 times [7]. When Zeng et al. utilized carbon nanotube/silica 

hybrids to significantly enhance the mechanical properties of glass fiber/epoxy composites, 

the electrical insulation of the glass fiber/epoxy composites remained at an acceptable level 

(9.63 × 10
12

 Ω cm) [8]. 

Although various epoxy-based laminates exhibit promising excellent properties, poor 

interfacial interaction between epoxy matrix and functional fillers is an existing problem. 

Interfacial interactions between epoxy matrix and fibers play an important role in the 

mechanical, thermal, corrosion resistance, and other properties of the laminates. It has been 

indicated that most failure cases of fiber reinforced epoxy laminates are strongly related to 

their poor interfacial interactions. Numerous efforts have been made to improve the 

interfacial behaviors of fiber/epoxy laminates [9-13]. Zhou et al. utilized bacterial cellulose 

modified glass fiber to improve the interfacial behavior of glass fiber/epoxy resin laminates. 

They reported improvement of chemical bonds between bacterial cellulose and glass fibers 

by heat treatment around 150 ℃ [9]. Wang et al. enhanced the interfacial interaction of 

carbon fiber/epoxy laminates by grafting poly(oxypropylene) diamines onto carbon fibers 

[10]. Luo et al. demonstrated that UV assisted polymerization of acrylamide on glass fiber 

could improve the interfacial interactions between glass fiber and epoxy resin [11]. The 

interfacial and mechanical properties of cellulose nanocrystal coated glass fiber/epoxy 

laminates were investigated by Asadi et al., who demonstrated that small amounts of 

cellulose nanocrystals in the form of a coating on glass fiber could enhance the interfacial 

interaction and mechanical properties of laminates [12]. Surface modification of fillers was 

demonstrated to be an effective way to improve interfacial interactions between fillers and 

matrix.  
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Much recent research interest has been aroused by mussel inspired materials because of 

their excellent adhesive properties [14-17]. Dopamine was demonstrated to be able to 

contact tightly with various kinds of material in the form of polydopamine. Due to its 

abundant functional groups, polydopamine has been regarded as a versatile platform for 

surface modification. Extensive experimental studies have been carried out in the past few 

years, applying polydopamine in various composite systems with the aim of enhancing 

interfacial interactions [18-25]. Kim et al. utilized polydopamine modified graphene to 

enhance the mechanical properties of graphene/polyacrylonitrile composite fiber [15]. 

Hexagonal boron nitride (BN) was modified by polydopamine and saline to improve the 

interfacial behavior of BN/epoxy composites [16]. The stability of crack growth in carbon 

fiber composites was demonstrably improved by the surface modification of carbon fiber 

with polydopamine and graphene oxide [17]. Polydopamine modified clay improved the 

dispersion and interfacial interaction in epoxy [18]. Polydopamine was also demonstrated 

to significantly enhance the interfacial interactions between hydroxyapatite and polylactic 

acid, with the aim of improving the mechanical properties of hydroxyapatite/polylactic 

acid composites [19]. Ling et al. found that a thin layer of polydopamine on carbon 

nanotubes (CNTs) could be effective for lessening the self-agglomeration of CNTs and 

improving the interfacial interactions between CNTs and epoxy [20]. Compared with these 

experimental studies, few theoretical studies have investigated the details of interfacial 

interactions of dopamine in composites. Understanding the interactions between dopamine 

and substrate materials at the atomistic or electronic level could provide valuable 

theoretical support for interface design in composites. 

In the present study, we reveal the potential of dopamine as an effective surface modifier 

of glass fiber to enhance the mechanical properties and filler/matrix interface of fiber 
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reinforced laminates. The interfacial behavior of polydopamine in glass fiber/epoxy 

laminate is carefully studied by the density functional theory (DFT) method and 

experiments. The mechanisms of interfacial enhancement of dopamine on glass 

fiber/epoxy laminates are proposed.  

2. Experimental  

2.1. Materials 

The epoxy resin and hardener used in this work were Bisphenol A epoxy (Kinetix R246 

epoxy resin, ATL Composites Pty Ltd, Australia) and Kinetix H126 (ATL Composites Pty 

Ltd, Australia) respectively. Short glass fibers about 5 cm in length and 15 μm in diameter 

in this study were supplied by Timesnano (Chengdu Organic Chemicals Co. Ltd, China). 

3,4- Dihydroxyphenethylamine hydrochloride (DOPA, 98%) and tris(hydroxymethyl) 

aminomethane (TRIS, 99%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (USA). All chemical 

reagents were used as received and without further purification.   

2.2. Surface functionalization of glass fiber 

To prepare polydopamine modified glass fibers, 50 g glass fibers was placed in a container. 

Then 4 g of dopamine was dissolved in a mixed solution of water (4000 mL) and aqueous 

solution of tris buffer (3.6 g, 1000 mL), with magnetic stirring for 30 min. The mixed 

solution was transferred to the container with glass fibers and shaken for 24 h at ambient 

temperature. The modified glass fiber was collected by filtration and washed with 

deionized water and ethanol several times to remove residual dopamine, until the 

scrubbing filtrate became colorless, and finally dried in a vacuum oven at 40 ℃ for 24 h. 

The modified glass fiber is referred to as PDA@glass fiber. 
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2.3.  Preparation of PDA@glass fiber laminates. 

A vacuum bagging method was used to fabricate the epoxy/glass fiber laminates. To 

prepare pristine glass fiber/epoxy laminates, 25 g of pristine glass fibers was well 

distributed in the mold of vacuum bagging equipment. 70 g of mixture of the epoxy and 

curing agent was induced to the mold containing the glass fiber. When the glass 

fiber/epoxy laminate was almost cured, generally after about 6 h, the vacuum pump was 

shut down and the composite laminates were transferred into a hot press machine, with the 

pressure maintained at 25 MPa for 24 h. Finally, laminate with 37 wt% pristine glass fibers 

(based on ASTM D2584) was obtained. PDA@glass fiber/epoxy laminate with 28 wt% 

PDA@glass fibers (based on ASTM D2584) was also prepared by the same procedure. 

2.4. Morphological characterization 

The micromorphology and microstructures of the samples were observed by means of 

scanning electron microscopes (SEM, Inspect F50, FEI, US). Modifications of the glass 

fibers with polydopamine were confirmed by XPS (Leybold LHS10, German).  

2.5. Mode I interlaminar fracture toughness.  

A double cantilever beam (DCB) test was used to measure Mode I interlaminar fracture 

toughness of the glass fiber/epoxy laminates. A universal material testing machine (Instron, 

US) equipped with a 500 N load cell was used for all the tests. The size of the DCB 

specimens (125 mm×25 mm×3 mm) and the detailed testing method were in accordance 

with the descriptions in the ASTM D 5528 standard. Specimens were clamped in the jaws of 

the test machine via the block hinges and loaded at the rate of 1 mm/min while the 

load-displacement data was recorded. For specific testing, each specimen was initially 
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loaded to the point of failure, then crack propagation was allowed for a short distance 

(around 3 to 5 cm). Three parallel specimens were used for each kind of composite.  

2.6. Dynamic mechanical analysis 

The dynamic mechanics properties of the glass fiber/epoxy laminates with and without the 

interfacial modification were evaluated using the dual-cantilever bending fixture on a 

dynamic mechanical analyzer (DMA) (TA Q800, US). The temperature range for the testing 

was from the then ambient temperature to 160 
o
C at a heating rate of 5 

o
C/min. An amplitude 

of 10 µm with a frequency of 1 Hz was applied for all samples. 

2.7. Single fiber pull-out 

Single fiber pull-out tests were performed to explore the effect of polydopamine on the 

interfacial interactions of glass fiber and epoxy resin matrix by a precise mechanical testing 

machine (CellScale Biomaterials Testing 5000, Waterloo, ON, Canada). A constant speed of 

0.05 mm/min was used in all tests. The load cell of 5 N with the theoretical force resolution 

of 0.2% of load cell capacity, i.e., 10 mN was used this study. The fibre embedded length 

in this study was 0.2-0.3 mm. 

2.8. Density functional theory (DFT) simulation 

Interactions between glass fiber and polydopamine can be represented by the interactions 

between a SiO2 surface and a dopamine molecule. Here, DFT calculation was used to 

illustrate the interactions. All the calculations were carried out with the DFT program Dmol
3
 

in Materials Studio (Biovia, San Diego, US). The DNP double numerical basis set [26], 

which is comparable to the 6-31G** basis set, was utilized during the simulation [26-28]. 
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The core electrons were treated with DFT semicore pseudopotentials. 

Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof generalized gradient approximation was used to calculate the 

exchange-correlation energy [29]. Special point sampling integration over the Brillouin zone 

was employed using the Monkhorst-Pack schemes with a 5 × 5 × 1 k-point mesh [30]. A 

Fermi smearing of 0.005 Ha and a global orbital cutoff of 7 Å were employed. Binding 

energy, density of states (DOS), and electron density difference were utilized to study the 

interactions between dopamine molecules and SiO2. 

3. Results and discussion  

3.1. Polydopamine grafted on glass fiber surfaces 

Polydopamine was grafted on glass fiber surfaces by the self-polymerization process of 

dopamine. The functionalization process of glass fibers with polydopamine was explored by 

experiments such as SEM, XPS, and the theoretical simulation method. Figure 1 shows 

comparisons of the micromorphology of pristine glass fibers and PDA@glass fibers. A 

uniform polydopamine coating could be intuitively found on the PDA@glass fibers, as 

shown in Figures 1b and 1d.  

XPS was utilized to understand the interactions between polydopamine and the glass fiber 

surfaces. Figure 2 shows the XPS spectra of pristine glass fibers and PDA@glass fibers. 

Comparisons of the N 1s and O 1s curves for pristine and PDA@glass fibers show that 

polydopamine has been successfully grafted onto the glass fiber surfaces, as shown in 

Figures S1a and S1b. Figure 2b shows that the apparent N 1s peak from 397 eV to 404 eV 

and the N 1s region can be fitted with three peaks assigned to the R-NH2 (401 eV), 
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R-NH-R (399 eV), and =N-R (398 eV) amine functional groups respectively. The peak at 

401 eV (R-NH2) is related to dopamine, the peak at 399 eV (R-NH-R) is related to 

polydopamine and some accepted intermediate species, and the peak at 398 eV (=N-R) is 

related to the intermediate species 5,6-dihydroxyindole. Figure 2d shows the O 1s of 

PDA@glass fiber. The O 1s region of Figure 2d can also be fitted with two peaks assigned 

to O in SiO2/C-O (532 eV) and C=O (531 eV). Thus, the XP spectra of N 1s and O 1s 

peaks demonstrate that polydopamine was successfully grafted onto glass fibers.  

3.2. Interfacial interactions on PDA@glass fiber 

For the dopamine/glass fiber interface, XPS results experimentally demonstrated that 

polydopamine was coated onto the glass fiber surface with potential bonding formations. 

Although dopamine has been found to be firmly attached to several kinds of materials, 

including glass, for deeper understanding the DFT method was utilized to systematically 

study the interactions between dopamine and SiO2. Three different initial configurations of 

dopamine molecule on the SiO2 (001) surface were considered, as shown in Figure S2. Two 

kinds of SiO2 (001) surface are considered here: one is the ideal SiO2 (001) surface, on which 

the dangling bonds are not terminated by H atoms, as shown in Figure S3, and the other is the 

SiO2 (001) surface terminated by H atoms. In the ideal SiO2 (001) surface, dopamine was 

found to be deprotonated, as shown in Figure 3. The hydroxyl groups on dopamine could 

easily be deprotonated. 

Figure 4a shows the isosurface of electron density difference for the dopamine/SiO2 (001) 

surface. Transfer of electrons can be found between the dopamine and the SiO2 (001) 
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surface, indicating that the interfacial interactions between dopamine and the SiO2 (001) 

surface can be enhanced by electron transfer during the deprotonation process of dopamine. 

This can also be demonstrated by the DOS results as shown in Figure 4b. In comparisons of 

the DOS of the SiO2 (001) and dopamine/ SiO2 (001) surfaces, novel peaks appear in the 

range of -10 eV to -15 eV and 0 eV to 5 eV, indicating chemical interactions between the 

dopamine and the SiO2 (001) surface. For further understanding, a slice of electron density 

between the hydroxyl group of dopamine (after deprotonation) and the oxygen atom on SiO2 

(001) surface was studied, as shown in Figure 4c, that shows that the H of the dopamine 

hydroxyl group could be deprotonated and form chemical bonds with the O on the SiO2 

(001) surface. Figure 4d shows interactions between the amino group of dopamine and the O 

on the SiO2 (001) surface, with the distance between the H of the amine groups and the O on 

the SiO2 (001) surface of about 2 Å, shorter than the normal hydrogen bond length of 2.5-3.0 

Å.  

The deprotonation phenomenon of dopamine has also been found by others [31-36]. As the 

SiO2 (001) surface was easily terminated by a H atom, we also studied interactions between 

dopamine and the H terminated SiO2 (001) surface. The results showed that both O and H 

atoms on hydroxyl groups of dopamine could form hydrogen bonds with H and O atoms on 

the H terminated SiO2 (001) surface. The lengths of the hydrogen bonds, as shown in Figure 

S4, are listed in Table S1. It can be seen that all the hydrogen bond lengths are around 1.95 

Å. Nian et al. applied the DFT method to study interactions between the catechol 

(1,2-dihydroxybenzene) functionality of marine mussels and the H terminated SiO2 (001) 
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surface [37] and found that the hydrogen bonds between catechol and silica were stronger 

than that between water and silica. It is noted that the chemical structure of dopamine is very 

similar to that of catechol. In our study, the length of the hydrogen bonds between dopamine 

and silica was around 1.95 Å, very similar to the finding of Nian et al. Thus, on the basis of 

the above simulation, interactions between dopamine and the SiO2 (001) surface are mainly 

composed of strong hydrogen bonds that are different from normal hydrogen bonds. These 

hydrogen bonds are composed of amino groups of dopamine (or O on SiO2 (001)) and 

hydroxyl groups of dopamine (or H and O on SiO2 (001)), as shown in Figure 5. 

With polydopamine coated on the glass fiber surfaces, the original interfaces between epoxy 

and glass fiber in glass fiber reinforced laminates are changed with respect to (1) the 

chemical interactions between polydopamine and glass fiber and (2) the interfaces between 

polydopamine and epoxy resin in the PDA@glass fiber reinforced laminates. The interfacial 

interactions between polydopamine and epoxy are effectively stronger than the interactions 

between the epoxy molecular chains in matrix [38], as demonstrated by tan delta values in 

Figure 6, and the interfacial interactions between polydopamine and glass fibers are 

significantly stronger than those between epoxy and glass fiber. Significant improvement in 

the mechanical properties that are affected by the interfaces is expected for the PDA@glass 

fiber reinforced laminates. The proposed mechanism for interfacial enhancement of 

polydopamine in the epoxy/glass fiber system is shown in Figure S5.  

3.3. Dynamic mechanical analysis 
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The dynamic mechanical testing of the two types of laminate, as shown in Figure 6, shows 

that the tan delta of PDA@glass fiber epoxy laminate shifts positively by about 4 
o
C 

compared to that of the glass fiber epoxy laminate, indicating that the interface between 

PDA and epoxy is significantly enhanced. Interactions between PDA and epoxy can 

effectively hinder/confine the movement of epoxy molecules, causing the glass transition 

temperature of epoxy to increase, i.e., 4 
o
C of increment as shown by the tan delta values 

presented in Figure 6.  

3.4. Mode I interlaminar fracture toughness 

The typical curves of mode I interlaminar fracture toughness as a function of the crack 

growth (R-curves) are shown in Figure 7(a). The values of mode I interlaminar fracture 

toughness can be defined at the plateau value of the resistance curve (R-curve). Model I 

delamination toughness of glass fibre/epoxy composites with and without PDA coating has 

been measured to study the influence of the coating. It is found that GIC increases with crack 

growth (or delamination) in both materials, but the maximum toughness of the PDA coated 

composite is larger. Figure 7(b) shows that mean fracture toughness GIC of the epoxy/glass 

fiber and the epoxy/PDA@glass fiber composites is about 0.65 KJ/m
2
 and 0.9 KJ/m

2
, 

respectively, with a 38% increment, clearly indicating the effect of polydopamine on 

interfacial interactions between epoxy matrix and glass fiber. Given the significant 

difference in the weight percentage of glass fiber between the two composites (37% and 

28%, respectively), the epoxy/ PDA @glass fiber laminates show a significant enhancement 

of fracture toughness with smaller content of glass fibers. To understand more fully the 
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interfacial behavior of epoxy/glass fiber composites and the enhanced mechanism of PDA 

modification, the cross-sections of the two types of laminate were characterized by SEM.  

The interfacial roughness between the fibre and matrix was found to have a pronounced 

influence on the fibre sliding behavior [39, 40]. When all the three damage mechanisms of 

matrix cracks, interface damage and fiber fracture are possible, the competition occurred 

between the matrix cracking and the interface debonding. Because of the brittle nature of the 

epoxy matrix, the first cracking which occurs at the most critical flaw in the matrix 

determines the strength of the composites. If the matrix/fibre interface bonding is perfect, the 

matrix crack propagates into fibres without leaving intact fibres to produce pull-out and 

crack bridging along the fracture path, resulting in no toughening in the wake of the crack. 

However, provided that the interface region is strong enough for stress transfer, yet weak 

enough to debond, the interfaces blunt the crack tip, significantly alter cracking patterns, 

yield extensive fibre pull-out and bridging, and toughen the composite. Of course, if the 

matrix/fibre interface bonding is weak, delamination would occur in the interface and 

propagate in the matrix with sharp interface [41]. Numerical results show that the composite 

toughness can be increased by improving the interfacial properties. However, if the interface 

is too strong, low toughness can be caused by fibre breakage. Hence, high toughness can 

only be achieved by optimal design of the fibre-matrix interface [42]. 

As shown in Figure 8, obvious differences can be found between the fractured surfaces of 

the two laminates. Crack bridging due to fibre misalignment along the delaminated interface 

is observed in both composites, as shown in Figures 8a and 8b. Comparisons of those figures 
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show that the fracture mode is mainly interfacial debonding in epoxy/glass fiber laminates, 

as demonstrated by the smooth glass fiber surfaces on the fracture cross-sections (Figures 8c 

and 8e) and weak bonding interfaces (the rectangular area in Figure 8e). In the epoxy/ 

PDA@ glass fiber laminates the fracture mode is clearly different with fiber/epoxy matrix 

debonding and epoxy matrix debonding both appearing, as demonstrated by the circular area 

in Figure 8f with epoxy residuals on the fibre surface and the rectangular area in Figure 8f 

with strong bonding interfaces. With the interface enhancement, the crack propagation 

mechanism from interface debonding as the major way in the GF laminate to the 

combination of interface debonding with matrix facture in the PDA/GF laminate. The 

proposed mechanism is shown in Figure S5. 

3.5. Single fiber pull-out 

Although the Mode I interlaminar fracture toughness results demonstrated the excellent 

performance of polydopamine in enhancing the interfacial interactions between glass fiber 

and epoxy matrix, single glass fiber pull-out testing was carried out to demonstrate the 

interfacial behavior of polydopamine at micro scale [43]. Figure 9 shows the process of 

pulling out a single glass fiber from epoxy resin. Table 1 lists the mean interface failure 

stresses of a single pristine glass fiber and a PDA@ glass fiber in pull-out testing. The 

interfacial bonding stress is about 18.7 MPa between the PDA@ glass fiber and epoxy, 

whereas it is about 13.6 MPa between the pristine glass fiber and epoxy. Polydopamine 

modification of the glass fiber could result in about a 35% increment in the interface 

failure stress of the glass fiber/epoxy laminates reported here.  

4. Conclusions 
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In this study, a one-step modification of glass fiber with polydopamine was carried out and 

significant enhancement of the interfacial behavior between glass fiber and epoxy resin 

matrix by polydopamine was demonstrated by dynamic mechanical analysis, Mode I 

interlaminar fracture toughness measurement, and single fiber pull-out testing. The 

mechanisms behind the enhancement of interfacial interactions were studied by density 

functional theory analysis of interactions between dopamine and a SiO2 (001) surface. The 

stronger hydrogen bonds between polydopamine and silica surface guaranteed the firm 

interfaces between dopamine and glass fiber. The single fiber pull-out testing and dynamic 

mechanical analysis demonstrated that the interfacial interactions between dopamine and 

epoxy were stronger than those between glass fiber and epoxy resin. Thus, dopamine 

modified glass fibers revealed superior mechanical performance in fiber reinforced epoxy 

laminates.  
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Figure 1. SEM images of (a) and (c) pristine glass fibers and (b) and (d) PDA@glass 

fibers.  
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Figure 2. High resolution XP spectra of N 1s and O 1s for (a) and (c) pristine glass fiber 

and (b) and (d) PDA@glass fiber.  
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Figure 3. Dopamine interacting with the ideal SiO2 (001) surface showing the top and side 

views (a) and (c) before and (b) and (d) after DFT calculation. 
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Figure 4. (a) Isosurface of electron density difference (yellow color represents electron 

accumulation and green represents electron depletion with isovalue of 0.02), (b) DOS for 

the ideal SiO2 (001) surface and dopamine/SiO2 (001), and (c) and (d) electron density 

slices for deprotonation of hydroxyl groups of dopamine and the amino groups of 

dopamine with oxygen atoms on the SiO2 (001) surface. 
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Figure 5. (a) Schematic illustration of the process of glass fiber modification by 

polydopamine, interfacial interactions between dopamine and two types of SiO2 (001) 

surface, (b) the ideal SiO2 surface and (c) the H terminated SiO2 surface.  
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Figure 6. Dynamic mechanical properties of epoxy/glass fiber and epoxy/PDA@glass fiber 

laminates. 
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Figure 7. (a) Typical R-curves and (b) mean mode I interlaminar fracture toughness for the 

two types of epoxy/glass fiber laminate. 
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Figure 8. SEM images of fractured cross-sections of (a), (c), and (e) epoxy/glass fiber 

laminate and (b), (d), and (f) epoxy/ PDA@glass fiber laminate. 
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Figure 9. Images of a single glass fiber pull-out from epoxy matrix.  

Table 1. Interfacial bonding stress of single fiber pull-out testing 

 Interfacial bonding stress (MPa) 

Epoxy/glass fiber 13.7 ± 1.0 

Epoxy/PDA@ glass fiber 18.6 ± 1.0 

 




